
     SQFI has created the Fundamentals Program for Food Manufacturing and the Fundamentals
Program for Primary Producers, just for business owners like yourself. Each program has both basic
and intermediate levels, and provides a step-by-step approach to improve food safety management. 
Our new approach will be beneficial to emerging businesses by providing the following: 

 

The SQF Fundamentals
Program

 
A Food Safety Program That's Right for You!

 
     Your goal is to sell product to a food retailer. You’ve heard they require a robust food safety program
to protect their retail brand and maintain consumer trust. Now to get their business you must deliver! 

 

Food safety is a critical component of a successful supplier/buyer trading partnership, and you need an
approach that satisfies the retailer’s concerns.

 

Our solution is the SQF Fundamentals Program: 
 

SQFI has created a solution for small and medium sized suppliers who don’t have a robust food safety
management program in place or want to take their existing program to the next level.

 

SQF Fundamentals for
Manufacturing

 

SQF Fundamentals for
Primary Production

 

What does your company need to do to get started?
 

What are the potential food safety risks?
 

Will food safety help you define a path forward or curb your initiative? 
 

A streamlined path to GFSI
Food Safety and Quality

Certification
 

A solution that meets retailer
expectations and is tailored for

small businesses
 

An audit process that is cost
effective for smaller

businesses
 

www.sqfi.com info@sqfi.com1-877-277-2635



The SQF Fundamentals
Program

 

    The goal of the SQFI Fundamentals Program is

to help protect your brand from the risk of a

recall and satisfy your buyer’s requirements.

The SQFI Fundamentals Program helps to

facilitate retailer acceptance of entrepreneur’s

like you, providing food safety security and

acceptance along the supply chain. 
 

Goals of the Program
 

Scan to Receive your Free Codes
 

1. Visit the App store on your
phone to download   a free QR
Code reader called "Quick Scan
- QR Code Reader". 

  
2. Open the app, and scan the
code with your phone.

 

www.sqfi.com/fundamentals
 

Phone: 1-(877) 277-2635
 

Email: info@sqfi.com
 

THE SAFE QUALITY FOOD
INSTITUTE

 

Steps for Getting Started
 

Learn about the SQF Fundamentals Code  -
you can use free resources, a licensed
training center, or an online training course. 

 

Identify your Food Sector Category (FSC)
based on your food products.

 

Build your food safety team who will be
responsible for implementing and
maintaining the SQF Fundamentals Program.

 

Document and Implement the SQF
Fundamentals Program.

 

Select a Licensed SQF Certification Body
(CB) to work with for your audit. 

 

Register your facility in the SQFI
Assessment Database at www.sqfi.com

 

Conduct a Pre-Assessment Audit to identify
any gaps in your food safety system. 
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Complete your scheduled Food Safety
Fundamentals audit!

 

     The codes within the fundamentals program

provides a seamless transition to the SQF Food

Safety Program, which is bench-marked to the

GFSI standards. The SQF Fundamentals Codes

were developed using the GFSI Global Markets

Programme toolkit, which meets retailers and

buyers requirements for small and medium food

producers. This new program will help to create

a win-win scenario where all parties can benefit

from safer food and increased brand protection. 
 

   Built as a step-wise approach, The SQF

Fundamentals Program is designed to help you

integrate robust food safety standards into your

existing practices, while creating   a pathway to

achieving globally accepted GFSI certification.
 


